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 Greetings everyone, 

I am extremely thrilled to be a part of the Newsletter team. It is indeed exciting to
begin a new journey after the COVID-19 outbreak that prompted an unprecedented
global closure that lasted months. This new experience would enable me to work with
students who undoubtedly have more experience than me in the sense that they are
already very familiar with what has to be done and the deadlines that have to be
fulfilled.  

Although I am relatively new to this role, I would be glad to assist wherever I can. The
Newsletter team consists of students from a wide array of personalities and unique
gifting and that is reflected in how well they contribute every month to our wonderful
readers out there.  

I definitely look forward to building a strong rapport with students and looking at ways
we can manage and plan some fun and exciting events together. The bond between
students needs to be enhanced especially since we were bombarded with a lack of
connection ever since the pandemic started. The relationship between these students
needs to be re-ignited. 

Please continuously give us your support whether you are showering them with
emotional support, giving ideas or even contributing a write-up would mean a lot to us. 

MESSAGE FROM THEMESSAGE FROM THE
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

Ms Suveera,
AISS Teacher 



Hello fellow Aspirants. My name is Evan from Year 10, and I am Vice-President of the Student 
Council. 

Planning, developing and executing school events are an essential responsibility of the Student 
Council's duties. For this month's message from the Council, I’ll be going through a somewhat 
simplified rundown on how we as the Student Council plan and execute events for the school. The 
process can be separated into three distinctive phases. 

The Initial Idea
The first and most critical phase of the event production process is the initial idea. This means 
conceptualizing the central event idea and brainstorming all the other ideas regarding what will be 
included inside that same event. The Student Council discusses potential ideas, drafts a written 
proposal form containing all the basic details (name, date, timing, the aim of the event, short 
description, etc), and prepares to pitch it to the AISS Management for approval. If approved, details 
are expanded upon, clarified, and documented (expect a fair bit of using Google Sheets).

Directives
The second phase switches the focus from event planning to communication. This is where the 
Student Council has to bring the event planning and ideas from paper to real-life. This is where 
tasks and roles are appointed, deadlines are specified, and regular meetings are set with Student 
Council members by the President, Vice President, or the event organizers. All of these compiled 
instructions are sent in the form of directives, as clear and straightforward communication is 
essential for effective leadership. 

Execution
The third and final phase is execution, arguably the most important phase of the entire process. As 
the saying goes, "it's not how you start, but it's how you finish". Execution involves taking all the 
planning and preparation of the first two phases and assembling a school event that not only the 
Student Council, but the rest of the school can take pride in. Additional briefings with the people 
involved (event rundown, testing a dry run if possible), appointing event-specific roles (emcee, 
speakers, ushers, etc), and location set-up (decorations, setting up booths, etc). On the day of the 
event, all there is left for us is to follow the plan and give it our best to make the event a success. 

MESSAGE FROM THEMESSAGE FROM THE
STUDENT COUNCILSTUDENT COUNCIL

Evan,
Vice-president 



 PTD (online Parent-Teacher Day) and Swimming Camp have come and gone, but AISS still has much more to 
look forward to! Events like the the Year 7 Blood Drive, Graduation Day, and the AISS Swimming Gala are still 
to come. So, here are some responses from the students and teachers of AISS regarding what they look 
forward to in the future events.

“ What I think of the upcoming events that will be happening in AISS is that it is great for promoting new 
activities and experiences for the students, and hopefully help them explore their passions and gain hobbies. 
Especially with this term being hectic and busy, these upcoming events graciously arranged by our beloved 
school will likely cut through these rough times and provide a breath of fresh air for both students and 
teachers and keep us all on our toes. Besides that, yes, I am thrilled to participate in such joyous events, 
which I hope my classmates and I can use as a learning experience and strengthen our relationships through 
working as a team.”

-Marissa, Year 8 Strength

“To be honest, I’m both freaking out about it and I’m really excited about the upcoming events especially the 
carnival and would be a good experience for us to learn how to deal with stress as many teachers and 
students are really worried and stressed about messing up, but in a way it does help us all learn how to 
“heavy lift”. But, I am super excited and when it comes to working and collaborating with one another. I’m
really looking forward to exploring new things with my friends. And as for future events, I really don’t have 
much on my mind, but I look forward to other ideas.”

-Chelsea, Year 8 Strength

“Despite the doom and gloom brought by the pandemic, it is essential to keep up with the events that are 
going to take place. Definitely excited and happy. Aside from that, it's also uplifting to see students being part 
of the planning process. Participating in the planning of these activities will definitely result in improved 
communication, new friendships, leadership training, and increased personal or social awareness. In the 
future, I'd love to see students express their ingenuity by completing tasks in various station games inspired 
by 'The Amazing Race’ game.”

-Ms. Suveera, Teacher of AISS

AISS LIST OF EVENTSAISS LIST OF EVENTS
FOR TERM 3FOR TERM 3

Natalie Chew, 
Year 8



The Hari Raya booth creative contest was used to celebrate the end of Ramadan, Hari Raya
with friends! Such as taking photos together whilst celebrating the contest with the
competition! In order to participate the students were required to wear traditional Malay
clothing such as the Baju Kurung and the Baju Melayu. They were also required to take
photos at the booth created by our staff and teachers. And post the photos on instagram
and tag three friends. The contest was officially announced on April 25th and ended on May
the 13th. The prize was a total of 500 e-wallet credits! Although the winners are yet to be
announced.

We then interviewed students who participated in the contest as to how they found the
contest.

It was super fun because I was able to come up with crazy storylines and photos
with my friends. We were also able to take some pictures as memories. Super
duper great!- Jia Wei, Year 7 Strength

I found it fun because I got to take creative and imaginative pictures with my
friends. I think next time I would like all my friends to wear traditional clothes.The
experience was a blast!- Eiji, Year 7 Affection

RAYA BOOTH CREATIVERAYA BOOTH CREATIVE
CONTESTCONTEST

Cheng Lindsay,
Year 7



 
On May 9th, 2022, a swimming camp was organised at PAUM Clubhouse (Persatuan Alumni
UM) by our school, AISS. This camp included a swimming evaluation, swimming instruction, and
a thrilling inter-house water polo game. The school organised this camp in preparation for the
forthcoming AISS Swimming Gala on July 2, 2022. So, here are some of the comments from
those who participated in the swimming camp.

“The swimming camp was nice, and yes, I do want another swimming camp in the future. My
highlight of this camp was the inter-house water polo.”

-Janarthen, Year 8 Strength

“I think the camp was really fun, and yeah, another swimming camp would be nice. I think my
highlight of this camp was the water polo and the free time we got to spend with our friends.”

-Hayley, Year 8 Strength

“The camp was really awesome, and I wouldn’t mind another swimming camp, that is if I don’t
get sunburn again... But overall, I enjoyed the inter-house water polo the most, it was a
competitive yet exciting game.”

-Hayden, Year 8 Affection

“The camp was a good experience and yes, I would like another swimming camp. For me, the
water-polo was the best part of the camp.”

-Nicole, Year 7 Strength

SWIMMING CAMPSWIMMING CAMP
Natalie Chew, 
Year 8



The Wizard and the hopping pot, 
The Fountain of Fair Fortune, 
The Warlock's Hairy Heart, 
Babbitty Rabbitty and The Cackling Stump
The Tale Of The Three Brothers

Greetings and welcome to the latest edition of The Novel Reviewer. I’m Evan, and here is my novel review. In this May 
edition of The Aspirant and acknowledgement of “The Secrets of Dumbledore", the third and latest movie installment in 
the ‘Fantastic Beasts’ and ‘Where to Find Them’ franchise. 

I'll be reviewing The Tales of Beedle the Bard, a novel written by successful author and now movie screenwriter, J.K. 
Rowling. 

These tales, created by the fictional Beedle the Bard and written by real-life author J.K. Rowling, works as an interesting 
thought experiment on what would the young witches and wizards of the Harry Potter universe's equivalent to our 
real-life fairy tales. 

These tales, created by the fictional Beedle the Bard and written by real-life author J.K. Rowling, showcase five wizarding 
stories, basic but all contain an important moral to their story. These morals are all meant to accentuate the 
predominant theme of this book, that even with the benefit of magic, not all witches' and wizards' problems can be 
solved with them. The five short stories are:

Each story includes interpretations and musings written by the beloved Harry Potter character, Professor Albus 
Dumbledore. Fun fact, if you listen to the audiobook copy of this book, you will notice that he is voiced by Academy 
Award-nominated actor, Jude Law, who happens to play the same character in the Fantastic Beasts Franchise. These 
notes by Dumbledore are seriously funny and provide some much-needed humor and witty levity to what is overwise a 
simple, albeit slightly heavy children's book. 

If you were wondering, this book does share an actual connection to the main series, with the book and the story of 
The Tale of the Three Brothers, being a key plot point in the seventh Harry Potter book. Aside from that, you don't need 
to have read the main series to enjoy or learn something new from the book, though your experience will be 
immensely improved if you did. 

The Tales of Beedle the Bard takes advantage of its simplistic nature to emphasize detail and expand the already 
impressive world-building of the Wizarding World of Harry Potter. It's also a remarkably short read, only capping in at 
157 pages. Overall, I do recommend Tales of Beedle the Bard, especially for people who have already read and enjoyed 
the main Harry Potter series. It's a well-written and charming book that can be enjoyed by people over the age of 11. 

Thank you for reading and I will see you in my next novel review. 

EVAN'S BOOK REVIEWEVAN'S BOOK REVIEW

Evan Au-Yong
Year 10

THE TALES OF BEEDLE THE BARDTHE TALES OF BEEDLE THE BARD



Our school, AISS, has conducted a wonderful and meaningful lesson for students
who are interested in music. All students from years 7 to 10 are invited and can
participate in the lessons. There are no additional charges, so every student is free
to register and pick their instruments to play during the class. 

However, those who are new to playing any kind of instrument are only allowed to
choose one of them. Advanced players are permitted to pick up two instruments -
one for specialty, and another one for beginners. Furthermore, advanced players
can join the band, which is a small group of mixed instrumentalists playing fantastic
and tuneful songs.

Our school is providing musical instruments that the students can share among
themselves, so there is no need to buy them. Here are some musical instruments
that the school provides: guitar, piano, violin, cello, etc. 

Last but not least, these are the schedules for the music skill session. Students
who are playing guitar and piano are compulsory to come on Tuesday. Also, those
who have registered for the band and violin lessons need to come on Wednesday.
Lastly, cello lessons take place on Thursday. All classes start at 8:15 in the morning
and end at 9:00 am - one lesson is usually 45 minutes on site. 

MUSIC SKILLS LESSONMUSIC SKILLS LESSON
Hwang Dagyeong 
Year 10



Issey Brandon Ting
Tan Kayelyn Kyra 
Zachry Ling Ji Yuan 
Soraya Sakinah Hadany Binti Kamal
Hadany 
Dawn Low Mun Chern
Gabrielle Anne O'Carroll 
Ng Meng Sheng 
Julian Chew Jin Min
Yap Chia Yuan 
Daniel Lai Nai Jian
Marissa Au-Yong Tjia Ern
Wong Z-him 
Shannon Hazel Simpson
Janelle Wong Zheng Mun 
Lokesh Ishaan a/l Dipak 
Heng Xinru 
Chloe Goay Deshen 

02-June-2007 
05-June-2007
06-June-2005 
07-June-2007

 
09-June-2007 
10-June-2009
11-June-2010
13-June-2007 
14-June-2005 
16-June-2005 
16-June-2007
19-June-2006
23-June-2006 
25-June-2008
29-June-2008
30-June-2007
30-June-2009 
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